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Figure 10. Extensive scatters of shellfish occur on dune slopes and on the flat dune crest 
adjacent Kmm5 pump station. Red lines are track paths. 

 

  
Plate 86. Diffuses scatters of shellfish 
alongside coastal track (Site 298) 

Plate 87. Shell scatters on mid-upper 
slopes 
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Plate 88. Scatter of shell on mid-upper 
slopes 

Plate 89. Scatter of shellfish on upper 
slopes (Site 283) 

  
Plate 90. Scatter of shellfish on dune top Plate 91. Scatter of shellfish on dune top. 

  
Plate 92. Scatters of shellfish on dune top 
(Site 286).  
Arrow indicates beacon  

Plate 93. Site 278. Arrow indicates beacon 
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Plate 94. Site 284, south east of concrete 
beacon 

Plate 95. Collection of cultural remains. 
Scale is in cm 

 
No archaeological heritage was encountered between Sites 115 and 117 (a small 
hammerstone/upper grindstone), a distance of nearly 12.5kms along the pipeline route, while a 
single quartz flake and chunk (Sites 140 & 141) were found in a wind eroded dune slack a 
further 1km to the north (Figure 11). The receiving environment (the coastal plain and Sandveld) 
along this section of the pipeline route is mostly flat and meandering, covered in dense 
Succulent Karoo vegetation on a substrate of red windblown sands (refer to Plates 68-71). 
There are no streams or rivers or any other water source, apart from the Groenrivier further to 
the north. Several wind eroded dunes in the surrounding area were searched but no 
archaeological remains were found.  
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Figure 11. No archaeological heritage was encountered between Site 115 & 117. Red lines 
are track paths 
 
A diffuse scatter of quartz flakes, chunks and chips (Sites 119-121) including a fragment of 
undecorated quartz tempered pottery were found on the red sandy slopes on the south bank of 
the Groenrivier (Figure 12 & Plate 96). 
 
Isolated quartz flakes and chunks (Sites 122-135), including a broken MSA (re-used) retouched 
silcrete flake (Site 124), and a low density scatter of quartz lithics including a snapped MSA 
silcrete flake (Site 123) were recorded on the soft sands alongside the proposed pipeline about 
270m south of the river.  
 

Pipeline 

N 
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Figure 12. Archaeological remains in the pipeline route on the southern bank of the 
Groenrivier. Red lines are track paths 
 
A large number of artefacts (Site 136) were recorded in a sandy, wind deflated hollow just over 
a kilometre from the Groenrivier (Figure 13 & Plates 97). The site measures about 25 m x 15 m 
and contains many quartz flakes, chunks, chips, flaked chunks, round cores and several large 
manuports. A number of bladelets and cortex flakes were also counted. A silcrete flake, 
quartzite hammerstone, and a large MSA silcrete flake were also found. No pottery, ostrich 
eggshell or bone was recorded.  
 
An extensive outcropping of quartz (Sites 138 & 139) occurs about 100m south west of Site 
136, on a west facing, wind eroded dune slope (Plates 98 & 99). Large numbers of loose quartz 
stone lie scattered about, and a few large quartz boulders are present. Many of the loose pieces 
of stone are smashed and worked and there is also flake debris lying about. These quarry sites 
most likely provided the raw materials for the artefacts and debris found in Site 136. 
 

N 
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Figure 13. Sites 136 (wind deflated site) and 138 & 139 (quarry sites) 
 

  
Plate 96. Potsherd (Site 121) Plate 87. Site 136. View facing north west 
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Plate 98. Site 138. View facing north west Plate 99. Site 139. View facing north west 

 
A diffuse scatter of quartz flakes and chunks (Site 118), a few weathered fragments of limpet (S. 
argenvillei) and some small whelk were found on the red sandy slopes immediately below the 
Garies gravel road on the north bank of the Groenrivier (Figure 14).  
 
A quartz chunk (Site 144) and a very low density scatter of quartz (Site 145), including seven 
chunks, two flakes, a round core, a manuport and a sandstone chunk was recorded in a slight 
depression/dry pan directly alongside the road on Roode Heuvel. 
 

 
Figure 14. Archaeological remains in the pipeline route on the northern bank of the 
Groenrivier. Red lines are track paths 
 

Pipeline 
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 5.5.2 Kmm4 
 
The proposed sea water intake is located about 12 kms south of the mouth of the Groenrivier 
(Plate 100). The coastline is very rocky, but there is a long sandy beach (Island Point) further to 
the south. The shoreline is not very steep, and a flattish, frontal dune system slopes gently to 
the beach which is covered in washed-up Black Mussels. The vegetated dune gives way to a 
flat, sandy coastal plain that is covered in dense Succulent Karoo veld on a substrate of red 
sands (Plates 101-107). The proposed Kmm4 pipeline eventually joins up with the Kmm5 
pipeline, a distance of nearly 12kms (refer to Figure 17).  
 

  
Plate 100. Gully/sea water intake Kmm4 Plate 101. Kmm 4 pipeline route. View 

facing south 
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Plate 102. Kmm4 pipeline route. View facing north 
 

 
Plate 103. Kmm4 pipeline route. View facing south. 
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Plate 104. Kmm4 pipeline route. View facing south 
 

 
Plate 105. Kmm4 pipeline route. View facing south 
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Plate 106. Kmm4 pipeline route. View facing south. 
 

 
Plate 107. Kmm4 pipeline route. View facing south 
 
Archaeological remains are concentrated around the proposed pump station, and for a short 
distance, alongside the proposed pipeline (Figure 15). Large beds of grey-coloured (whole) 
Black Mussel and limpets – S. argenvillei), and rolled cobbles occur alongside the track behind 
the gulley intake, but these deposits (Site 231) are not archaeological and may relate to a mid-
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Holocene (5000 year old) raised beach (Plate 108). The bulk of the archaeological deposits 
occur on the soft, windblown sands on the sloping frontal dune behind the coastal track. These 
comprise mainly diffuse scatters of shellfish (Sites 229, 272, 234 & 237) dominated by limpets 
(S. argenvillei), and smaller amounts of Black Mussel and whelks. Four fragments of ostrich 
eggshell and a quartz flake were found on Site 229.  
 
Fairly extensive scatters of fragmented shellfish (Sites 233, 236 & 237) also occur on the flatter 
dune cordon, which are also dominated by limpets (S. argenvillei) including a few large whole 
shells, and some Black Mussel and whelks (Plates 109-111). One piece of ostrich eggshell was 
found on Site 236. A few larger patches of crushed and whole, grey coloured Black Mussel and 
limpet (Site 235) occur on the flat dune tops alongside the main coastal road which may also be 
evidence of possible Holocene raised beach deposits described earlier (Plate 112).  
 
Large patches of (fresh looking) fragmented Black Mussel occur alongside the coastal road 
(Site 236) but these are related to modern camping activities which is very visible along this 
stretch of coastline (Plate 113). 
 

 
Figure 15. Archaeological sites are clustered around the coastal zone. Red lines are track 
paths 
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Plate 108. Possible mid-Holocene raised 
beach deposits. View facing south. 

Plate 109. Site 233. View facing south 

  
Plate 110. Site 236. View facing south Plate 111. Site 237. View facing south 

  
Plate 112. Site 235. View facing south. Plate 113. Site 236 - shellfish associated 

with camping  
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Archaeological remains were recorded north of the fence line, but these comprise mainly diffuse 
scatters of shellfish and several pieces of ostrich eggshell (Sites 238, 240, 245 & 246). A wider 
scatter of shell, including a few whole large S. argenvillei (Site 244) occurs about 70m from the 
road.  
 
Shellfish and diggings, associated with recent camping activities also occurs north of the fence 
line (Sites 239, 241-243 & 256-264), some of which appears to be mixed with archaeological 
deposits. A number of pit toilets and rubbish pits are present and the surrounding terrain is 
littered with fragments of `fresh’ Black Mussel, glass beer bottles, broken glass, building 
rubble/concrete, rusted metal, plastic, old tiles and broken asbestos sheets (Plate 113).  
 
Like Kmm5, the density of archaeological remains decreases dramatically as the pipeline moves 
further inland from the coast. A few fragments of shellfish and a quartz flake (Site 266), two 
quartz flakes and a few pieces of shell on a dune top overlooking a pan (Site 269), and a large 
quartzite chunk and a piece of weathered ostrich eggshell (Site 271) were encountered along 
the remainder of the pipeline route (Figures 16 & 17).  

 

 
Figure 16. Few archaeological remains occur inland of the coast. 
 

Kmm4 pipeline 

Kmm5 pipeline 

N 
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Figure 17. Few archaeological remains occur inland of the coast 
 

5.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS  
 

Kmm5 
 

 Shell middens (Site 095) and scatters of shellfish (Sites 096-115, Sites 277-279, Sites 
283-286 & Site 296), have been rated as having (potentially) medium-high (Grade 3B) 
significance. 
 

 The wind deflated LSA domestic campsite (Site 136) in the proposed pipeline route 
south of the Groenrivier has been rated as having medium-high (Grade 3B) significance. 
 

 Outcroppings of quartz (Sites 138 & 139), a likely source of raw material have been 
rated as having medium-high (Grade 3B) significance. 
 

 Diffuse scatters of tools on the north and south bank of the Groenrivier have been rated 
as having low (Grade 3C) significance. 
 

Kmm4 
 

 Scatters of shellfish (Sites 229, 272 & 273, Sites 233-237, Sites 244 & 245, Sites 250-
255 & Site 261) have been rated as having (potentially) medium-high (Grade 3B) 
significance. 

 
 

Kmm4 pipeline 

Kmm5 pipeline 

N 


